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Suppose that you will process some unknown but finite length
inputs provided as stream:

w = 0 · · · 0 0 1 0 1 1 · · · 1

Stream?
w = 0 · · · 0︸ ︷︷ ︸

upcoming

0 1 0 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
access

1 · · · 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
scanned

You have a computing device with finite and discrete resources
and you will be asked to write programs processing such inputs for
some specific tasks.

What can be the framework or mathematical description of these
programs?
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w = 0 · · · 0 0 1 0 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
access
l

1 · · · 1

Your Computer/Machine
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Specifications:

I The finite input alphabet (Σ) should be fixed.

I One symbol is consumed in each step.

I Each different configuration of the machine is associated to a
state:

S = {s1, s2, . . . , sn}

I The initial state should be specified, say s1.

I For each symbol and state pair, the machine switches to a
new state. This is called as a transition rule:

δ(s, σ) = s ′, s, s ′ ∈ S and σ ∈ Σ.

The function δ is called the transition function.
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A simple example operating on alphabet Σ = {a}:

s0start

s1

s2

a a

a
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Another example operating on alphabet Σ = {a, b}:

s0start

s1

s2

a

b

b

a

b

a
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What can be the output of our programs/computers/machines?
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We focus on the decision problems with two outputs:

I Yes, true, 1

I No, false, 0

M(w) ∈ {“yes”, “no”}

Formally,

I any input is accepted by M is called a yes-instance, and,

I any input is rejected by M is called a no-instance.
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Σ∗: All strings

M accepts

“yes-instances”

M rejects
“no-instances”

language L language L
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A deterministic finite state automaton (DFA) D is formally a
5-tuple

D = (S ,Σ, δ, si ,Sa),

where

I S is the set of states,

I Σ is the input alphabet,

I δ is the transition function,

I si ∈ S is the initial state, and,

I Sa ⊆ S is the set of accepting state(s).
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Execution of D:

I The computation starts in state si .

I In each step: one symbol, say σ ∈ Σ, is read from the input
and then the current state, say s ∈ S , is updated to a new or
the same state, say s ′ ∈ S , with respect to the transition rules
(δ):

δ(s, σ) = s ′ or s
σ−→ s ′.

I After reading the whole input, the input is accepted if the
final state is an accepting state and it is rejected, otherwise.

All strings accepted by D form a language, denoted by L(D) (or
shortly L), and it is said that L is recognized by D.
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D = ({s0, s1, s2}, {a}, δ, s0, {s2}), where

I δ(s0, a) = s1, δ(s1, a) = s2, and δ(s2, a) = s0.

s0start

s1

s2

a a

a

DFA D

What is L(D)?
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s0start

s1

s2

a a

a

DFA D

L(D) = {a3i+2 | i ≥ 0}, where aj is the string composed by j
symbols of a’s, i.e. aa · · · a︸ ︷︷ ︸

j times

.
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Exercise 1.
Design a DFA to recognize the following language

L = {w ∈ {a, b}∗ | |w |a − |w |b mod 4 ≡ 1},

where |w |a is the number of occurrences of a. The length of w is
denoted by |w |.
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L = {w ∈ {a, b}∗ | |w |a − |w |b mod 4 ≡ 1}:

s0start

s1

s2

s3

a

b

b

a

b

a

b

a
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What is the limitation of DFAs?

Can DFAs recognize all languages?

Can DFAs recognize language USQAURE = {ai2 | i ≥ 0}?
USQUARE = {a0, a1, a4, a9, a16, a25, . . .}.
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Any language recognized by a DFA is called regular.

A language which is not regular is called nonregular.

The class of regular languages is denoted by REG.

The class of all languages is denoted by ALL.

Is REG ( ALL?
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Cardinality argument (we fix an alphabet, say Σ):
I The cardinality of REG is countably many, equivalent to

cardinality of natural numbers (N).
I There are at least countably many regular languages, e.g.

COUNTn = {an}, where n ≥ 0.
I There are at most countably many DFAs and so regular

languages. The description of a DFA is finite and so its
encoding can be associated to a natural number.

I The cardinality of ALL is uncountably many, equivalent to the
cardinality of real numbers (R).

I We order all strings lexicographical and we denote the i-th one
by Σ∗(i), where i ≥ 1 and Σ∗(1) is the empty string. Then,
each language is associated to a binary real number in [0, 1]
and vice versa.
Let gL(i) : Z+ → {0, 1} denotes the membership of Σ∗(i) with
respect to L: gL(i) = 1↔ Σ∗(i) ∈ L. Language L is associated
to binary real number αL as follows:

αL = 0.gL(1)gL(2) · · · gL(i) · · · .

Similarly, each α ∈ [0, 1] is associated to a language, say Lα.
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Conclusion 1: There are uncountably many nonregular languages.

Conclusion 2: Finite description algorithms can solve countably
many problems.

Conclusion 3: There are uncountably many uncomputable
problems, if we define computable problems as the ones solvable by
finite description algorithms.

...
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Any specific nonregular language?
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Consider a 5-state DFA (S = {s0, . . . , s4}) defined on Σ = {a} and
all states are reachable from the initial state s0. (There is no
dummy state!)

Without lose of generality, we assume that they are visited as
follows in the first four steps:

→ s0
a−→ s1

a−→ s2
a−→ s3

a−→ s4.

Only one transition is missing in the definition and there are five
possibilities for this last transition.
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The last transition can be one of the following:

s0start s1 s2 s3 s4

a a a a

Remark that the automaton enters a cycle and stay there after the
four steps. The last transition only determines the length of cycle
or how many state(s) is (are) in the cycle.

The length of cycle can be at most the number of total states.
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Let’s pick the following scenario:

s0start s1 s2 s3 s4

a a a a

a

Note that we can select the set Sa in 25 = 32 different ways.

What can we say about the size/cardinality of language recognized
by the automaton if the cycle contains no accepting state or at
least one accepting state?

What are the languages recognized by the automaton if Sa = {s1}
and Sa = {s4}?
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s0start s1 s2 s3 s4

a a a a

a

L = {a}.

s0start s1 s2 s3 s4

a a a a

a

L = {a4, a7, a10, . . . , a4+3i , . . .}.

If d is the length of cycle, then any accepting state in the cycle is
visited after every d steps. Remark that d can be at most the
number of states.
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Prove that there is no DFA recognizing

USQUARE = {ai2 | i ≥ 0}.
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Suppose that there is an n-state DFA, say D, recognizing USUARE.
Since D operating on a single letter, it always enter a cycle with
legth d ≤ n.

D is in an accepting state after reading an
2
. Then it will return to

the same state if it reads d more symbols and so D also accepts
an

2+d but it is not a member of USQUARE.

I The shortest member after an
2

is an
2+2n+1 and it is longer

that an
2+d .

Exercise 2.
Show that UPRIME = {ap | p is a prime number} is nonregular.
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Prove that there is no DFA recognizing

EQ = {w ∈ {a, b}∗ | |w |a = |w |b}.
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Since any m-state DFA accepts the string a2mb2m, it also accepts
the string a2mb2m+d , where d ≤ m.

This is a contradiction!

Exercise 3.
Show that PAL = {w ∈ {0, 1}∗ | w = w r} is nonregular, where w r

is the reverse of w .
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The class REG is closed under complementation, union, and
intersection.

1. If L is a regular language, then language L is also regular.

2. If L1 and L2 are regular, then the languages L1 ∪ L2 and
L1 ∩ L2 are also regular.

We give the proof ideas here and left the formal details as exercise.

1. If a DFA D with the set of states S and accepting states Sa
recognizing L, then the DFA D ′, which is exactly the same as
D except that the set of new accepting states is S ′a = S \ Sa,
recognizes the complement of L (L).

2. Let D and E be two DFAs with the set of states S and T ,
respectively. Then we can design a new DFA F with the set of
states S × T that can simulate both D and E on the same
input. A state of F is a pair (s, t) where s ∈ S and t ∈ T ,
and so, D can trace the computation of D and E in parallel
by applying the appropriate transition rules:

(s, t)
σ−→ (s ′, t ′) if and only if D has s

σ−→ s ′ and E has t
σ−→ t ′.
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We refer [Sip13] for further details on DFAs.

Michael Sipser.
Introduction to the Theory of Computation, 2nd edition.
Cengage Learning, United States of America, 2013.
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A probabilistic finite automaton (PFA) is a generalization of
deterministic finite automaton (DFA) that can make random
choices:

s0start s1

a,12
a,12

a,13

a,23

What are the constraints on the transition probabilities?
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Each transition probability is a non-negative real value that can be
at most one, i.e. p ∈ [0, 1].

To be a well-formed PFA, the summation of outgoing probabilities
must be 1.

s0start s1

a,12
a,12

a,13

a,23
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For DFAs, it is sufficient to keep the current state to trace the
computation.

For PFAs, the machine can be in more than one state with some
probabilities.

How can we trace the computation of a PFA?

s0start s1

a,12
a,12

a,13

a,23
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Tree representation:

s0, 1

s0,
1
2

s0,
1
4

s0,
1
8

1
2

s1,
1
8

1
2

1
2

s1,
1
4

s0,
1
12

1
3

s1,
1
6

2
3

1
2

1
2

s1,
1
2

s0,
1
6

s0,
1
12

1
2

s1,
1
12

1
2

1
3

s1,
1
3

s0,
1
9

1
3

s1,
2
9

2
3

2
3

1
2
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Vector representation:(
p1
p2

)
→ the probability of being in the first state
→ the probability of being in the second state

In our example, the first three steps evolution of the PFA is as
follows: (

1
0

)
a−→

 1
2

1
2

 a−→

 5
12

7
12

 a−→

 29
72

43
72


What can we say about the operator that evolves the computation?

Operator(vector) = new vector .
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Definition 1.
At any moment, an n-state probabilistic system is in a probability
distribution of its states that can be represented as a column
vector, say v :

v =

 p1
...
pn

 ,

where pi represents the probability of system being in the i-th
state (1 ≤ i ≤ n). This vector v is called the probabilistic state of
the system.

Axiom 1.
Any probabilistic state is a non-negative vector with l1-norm 1.
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Definition 2.
Any non-negative vector with l1-norm 1 is called a stochastic
vector.

Thus, we can say that any probabilistic state is represented by a
stochastic vector and any stochastic vector represents a
probabilistic state.

Moreover, for any probabilistic state v , we must have

1. ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , |v |} (v [i ] ≥ 0) and

2.
∑|v |

i=1 v [i ] = 1,

where |v | is the dimension of the column vector.

If v = (p1 p2 · · · pn)T , then

1. each pi ≥ 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and

2.
∑n

i=1 v [i ] =
∑n

i=1 pi = 1.
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It is clear that any probabilistic operator must map any
probabilistic state to a probabilistic state:

Operator(v) = v ′,

where both v and v ′ are stochastic vectors.

Axiom 2.
Probabilistic systems evolve linearly.

What does it mean?
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All transition can be represented as a matrix, say A:

A =


p11 p12 · · · p1n
p21 p22 · · · p2n

...
...

. . .
...

pn1 pn2 · · · pnn

 ,

where pij

(
�

)
represents the transition probability from the j-th

state to i-th state.

The new probabilistic state can be calculated as

v ′ = Av .
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Let’s look closely how to obtain the value of v ′[i ] (= A[i , ∗]v):

p1 p2 · · · pn
pi1 pi2 · · · pin

×
p1 · pi1 + p2 · pi2 + · · · + pn · pin

,

where

I (p1 · pi1) represents the contribution of the first state to i-th
state, i.e., the system is in the first state with probability p1
and the system switches to i-th state from the first state with
probability pi1,

I . . .

I (pn · pin) represents the contribution of the last state to i-th
state, i.e., the system is in the last state with probability pn
and the system switches to i-th state from the last state with
probability pin.
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Theorem 3.
Any probabilistic operator is represented by a stochastic matrix.

Definition 4.
A (left) stochastic matrix is a non-negative matrix, each column of
which is a stochastic vector.

Exercise 1.
Verify that i-th column of a stochastic matrix, say A, is a
stochastic vector by multiplying it with the standard basis ei ,
which is a zero-one stochastic vector having the single one in its
i-th entry.

Exercise 2.
Show that stochastic matrices preserve l1 norm for non-negative
vectors.

Exercise 3.
For given two stochastic vectors v = (p1 p2 · · · pn)T and
v ′ = (p′1 p′2 · · · p′n)T , find the entries of the matrix A mapping
v to v ′, i.e. v ′ = Av , in terms of the entries of v and v ′.
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A probabilistic finite automaton (PFA) P is formally a 5-tuple

P = (S ,Σ, {Aσ | σ ∈ Σ}, v0, Sa) ,

where

I S = {s1, . . . , sn} is the set of (deterministic) states for some
n > 0,

I Σ is the input alphabet,

I Aσ is the (left) stochastic transition matrix for symbol σ ∈ Σ,

I v0 is the initial probabilistic state, and,

I Sa ⊆ S is the set of accepting state(s).
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For a given input w = w1w2 · · ·wm ∈ Σ∗ for some m > 0, we trace
the computation of P with an n-dimensional stochastic column
vector. At the beginning of the computation, P starts the
computation in v0. Then, for each symbol which is read from the
input, the new probabilistic state is obtained by multiplying the
transition matrix for this symbol with the current probabilistic
state:

vj = Awj vj−1,

where 1 ≤ j ≤ |w | = m. The final probabilistic state is vf = vm.
Remark that vf = v0 for the empty string.

The overall calculation of vf is given below.

← read input ←
wm · · · w2 w1

vf = Awm · · · Aw2 Aw1 v0
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The accepting probability of P on w is calculated as

fP(w) =
∑
si∈Sa

vf [i ],

which is the summation of the probabilities of accepting state(s) in
the final state.

Thus, P defines a probability distribution over all strings Σ∗.

I P associated each string w ∈ Σ∗ to non-negative real number
in [0, 1], which is the accepting probability of P on w (fP(w)).
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A DFA ends in a single state for each input, but a PFA associates
an accepting value in [0, 1] for a given input.

Since DFA is a special case of PFA, we can also say that a DFA
associates either 1 or 0 as the accepting value for a given input.

How can we define the language recognized by PFA P?
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All strings lie on the interval [0, 1]. How can we split them into
two sets?

I The strings associated with nonzero probabilities and the
strings associated with probability 0 (?)

I The string associated with probability 1 and the others (?)

I The string associated with probability more than 1
2 and the

strings associated with probability at most 1
2 (?)

I All of above (?)

I None of above (?)
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A PFA P defines a language with a real number λ ∈ [0, 1) called
cutpoint:

L = L(P, λ) = {w ∈ Σ∗ | fP(w) > λ}.

It is also said that language L is recognized by P with cutpoint λ.

Any language recognized by a PFA with (some) cutpoint is called
stochastic. Remark that a PFA may recognize/define more than
one language by picking different cutpoints.

The class of stochastic languages are denoted by SL .
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The class of stochastic languages are denoted by SL .

It is clear that the class of regular languages is a subset of the class
of stochastic languages.

Is this inclusion proper or not? Is REG ( SL or not? Is there a
nonregular stochastic language?

What is the cardinality of the set of all PFAs defined over a fixed
alphabet?
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Consider the following 4-state PFA P defined over {a, b}.

s0

s1

s2

s3

START

1
2

1
2

a,14

a,14

a,12

b,1

b,14

b,14

b,12

a,1

a,1

b,1

a,1

b,1

Which strings are in the language L(P, 12)?
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s0

s1

s2

s3

START

1
2

1
2

a,14

a,14

a,12

b,1

b,14

b,14

b,12

a,1

a,1

b,1

a,1

b,1

The details of the automaton:

I The initial state is 1
2 s0 + 1

2 s1.

I The computation always stays in the states s2 and s3.

I For each a, the probability of being in state s0 is reduced by half,
and the remaining probability passes to the states s2 and s3 equally.
The probability of s1 does not change when reading a’s.

I For each b, the probability of being in state s1 is reduced by half,
and the remaining probability passes to the states s2 and s3 equally.
The probability of s0 does not change when reading b’s.
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s0

s1

s2

s3

START

1
2

1
2

a,14

a,14

a,12

b,1

b,14

b,14

b,12

a,1

a,1

b,1

a,1

b,1

If m a symbols and n b symbols are read:

I The probability of being in s0 is
(
1
2

)m+1
.

I The probability of being in s1 is
(
1
2

)n+1
.

I The remaining probability, say 2R, are equally distributed
between s2 and s3.

The accepting probability is R +
(
1
2

)m+1
and the non-accepting

probability is R +
(
1
2

)n+1
.
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s0

s1

s2

s3

START

1
2

1
2

a,14

a,14

a,12

b,1

b,14

b,14

b,12

a,1

a,1

b,1

a,1

b,1

If m a symbols and n b symbols are read:

I The probability of being in s0 is
(

1
2

)m+1
.

I The probability of being in s1 is
(

1
2

)n+1
.

I The remaining probability, say 2R, are equally distributed between s2 and s3.

The accepting probability is R +
(

1
2

)m+1
and the non-accepting probability is R +

(
1
2

)n+1
.

L(P, 12) are formed by the strings having more accepting
probability than non-accepting probability.

Since
(
1
2

)m+1
>
(
1
2

)n+1
if and only if m < n, each member is a

string having less number of a symbols than b symbols.
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L(P, 12) = {w ∈ Σ∗ | |w |a < |w |b}.

s0

s1

s2

s3

START

1
2

1
2

a,14

a,14

a,12

b,1

b,14

b,14

b,12

a,1

a,1

b,1

a,1

b,1
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Corollary 5.

REG ( SL.

How big is SL?

What is the cardinality of SL?
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Consider the language LESSn = {ai | i < n}, where n ≥ 1.

Exercise 4.
Design a (n + 1)-state DFA recognizing LESSn.

Exercise 5.
Show that any DFA recognizing LESSn cannot have less than n + 1
states.

Exercise 6.
Design a 2-state PFA recognizing LESSn with cutpoint 1

2 .
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Corollary 6.

Some regular languages are recognized by PFAs with cutpoints
much more efficiently (in terms of the number of states) compared
to DFAs.

The bound can be unlimited as shown in the examples related to
LESSn.
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Special case: Recognition with cutpoint 0

For any given PFA P defined over Σ, we focus on the language

L(P, 0) = {w ∈ Σ∗ | fP(w) > 0}.

I Does the language change if non-zero transition probabilities
are replaced by some other non-zero probabilities?

I Is it enough to trace only the states with non-zero accepting
probabilities in each step in order to follow the decision of
PFA?

I For a DFA, we keep only a single state in each step.
I For a PFA with cutpoint zero, we can keep a subset of states

in each step.

I Can we design a DFA recognizing L(P, 0)?
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Exercise 7.
Show that any language L recognized by an n-state PFA with
cutpoint 0 can be recognized by a DFA having 2n + 1 states.
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Definition 7.
Any PFA that is restricted to define a language only with cutpoint
0 is also known as nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA).

Remarks on NFAs:

I Any NFA can be in more than one state at the beginning, and
also during the computation.

I In each step, an NFA can follow more than one transition
(each transition with non-zero probability).

I The input is accepted (the input is in the language) if the
automaton ends in one of the accepting state.

We can say that any NFA can follow more than one (deterministic)
path (in parallel) during the computation and the input is accepted
if and only if one of path ends in an accepting state.
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Corollary 8.

NFAs can recognize all and only regular languages.

On the other hand, NFAs can be more succinctness (state
efficient). A simple example:

L = {ai | i mod 3 ≡ 0 or i mod 5 ≡ 0 or i mod 7 ≡ 0}.

A DFA requires 105 states to recognize L but an NFA can use only
3 + 5 + 7 = 15 states.
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As given in a previous example, any n-state NFA can be simulated
by a DFA with 2n + 1 states.

Consider language
ENDn = {w ∈ {a, b}∗ | |w | ≥ n and w|w |−n+1 = a}, i.e. each
member has length at least n and its n-th symbol from the end is a.

Exercise 8.
Show that there is a DFA with 2n+1 states that recognizes ENDn.

Exercise 9.
Show that there is an NFA with n + 1 states that recognizes ENDn.

Exercise 10 (F).

Find a lower bound on the number of states for DFAs in order to
recognize ENDn.
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Can the recognition with cutpoint be practically useful?
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Remember the example: L(P, 12) = {w ∈ Σ∗ | |w |a < |w |b}.

s0

s1

s2

s3

START

1
2

1
2

a,14

a,14

a,12

b,1

b,14

b,14

b,12

a,1

a,1

b,1

a,1

b,1

I The accepting probability of the nonmember anbn is 1
2 .

I The accepting probability of the member anbn+1 is 1
2 +

(
1
2

)n+2
.

The accepting probabilities of some members and non-members
can be arbitrarily close to each other and so practically we can
assume that we cannot distinguish them even we execute some
copies of the PFA in parallel.
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The recognition with cutpoint is also known as recognition with
unbounded error.

Recognition with Bounded-error

A PFA (or a machine/automaton) is called bounded-error if it
accepts any given input with probability

I either at least 1− ε
I or at most ε

for some ε ∈ [0, 12), which also called error bound.

The language L is said to be recognized by PFA P with error bound
ε < 1

2 if any member is accepted with probability at least 1− ε and
any non-member is accepted with probability at most ε. We can
also simply say that L is recognized by P with bounded error.
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Theorem 9.
Bounded-error PFAs can recognize all and only regular languages.

The proof was given by Rabin [Rab63] based on a topological
argument. (See also [Paz71])

What can be the advantages of PFAs over DFAs?

Succinctness???
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Theorem 9.
Bounded-error PFAs can recognize all and only regular languages.

The proof was given by Rabin [Rab63] based on a topological
argument. (See also [Paz71])

What can be the advantages of PFAs over DFAs?

Succinctness???
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Language COUNTm,n is defined over m symbols Σ = {a1, . . . , am}
such that each member contains each of symbol a1, . . . , am exactly
m times.

Theorem 10.
[Amb96] Any DFA recognizing COUNTm,n has at least (m + 1)m

states.

Theorem 11.
[Amb96] There is a PFA with O

(
m log2 m

log logm

)
states which

recognizes COUNTm,n with error bound 1
4 .
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Exercise 11.
Design a DFA with (m + 1)m states recognizing COUNTm,n.

Exercise 12.
Design a bounded-error PFA with less than (m + 1)m states
recognizing COUNTm,n.

Exercise 13 (F).

Prove Theorem 10.
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A framework for probabilistic systems.

I The summation of probabilities is always 1.

I A probabilistic state is defined on (R+ ∪{0})n for some n > 0.

I The l1 norm of a probabilistic state is 1 and the probability of
observing a state is its contribution in the l1 norm, which is
simply the value in the corresponding entry.

I They evolve linearly (i.e. stochastic matrices) and l1-norm is
preserved.

One may ask whether we can generalize this framework by allowing
to use negative values.

Do you think it is possible to satisfy other properties under this
assumption?
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A generalized probabilistic system(?)

I The summation of probabilities is always 1.

I A new probabilistic state is defined on Rn for some n > 0.

I The l1 norm of a new probabilistic state is 1 and the
probability of observing a state is its contribution in the l1
norm, which is the absolute value of the corresponding entry.

I They evolve linearly (i.e. XXX matrices) and l1-norm is
preserved.
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Some simple examples for the states of new probabilistic states:

(
1
0

)
,

(
0
1

)
,

 1
2

1
2

 ,

 1
2

−1
2

 .

The first three properties are satisfied. What about the last
property?

Is there a linear operator preserving l1 norm of such vectors
(mapping any such state to a similar state)?
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Let

(
a b
c d

)
be a linear operator preserving l1 norm on R2.

Then, we can obtain the following equality by applying this
operator to previously given simple examples:

I

(
a
c

)
=

(
a b
c d

)(
1
0

)
→ |a|+ |c | = 1.

I

(
b
d

)
=

(
a b
c d

)(
0
1

)
→ |b|+ |d | = 1.

I

(
a+b
2

c+d
2

)
=

(
a b
c d

)(
1
2
1
2

)
→ |a + b|+ |c + d | = 2.

I

(
a−b
2

c−d
2

)
=

(
a b
c d

)(
1
2
−1

2

)
→ |a− b|+ |c − d | = 2.
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Exercise 1.
Verify that there is no linear operator preserving l1 norm on R2.

The interested ones can check [DY16] for a non-linear
generalization of probabilistic systems by allowing to use negative
values.
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What happens if we modify the framework given for probabilistic
systems with l2 norm?
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New framework based on l2-norm:

I The summation of probabilities is always 1.

I A state is defined on Rn for some n > 0.

I The l2 norm of a new kind state is 1 and the probability of
observing a state is its contribution in the l2 norm, which is
square of the value in the corresponding entry.

I They evolve linearly (i.e. YYY matrices) and l2-norm is
preserved.
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An n-dimensional system can have the following state:

v =


α1

α2
...
αn

 ∈ Rn,

n∑
i=1

|αn|2 = 1,

where the probability of observing the i-th state is |αi |2.
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Let A be a linear l2 norm preserving matrix.

What are the properties of A?

The multiplication of Aei gives the i-th column of A, where ei is
zero-one vector having 1 only its i-th entry:


a1,1 · · · a1,i · · · a1,n
a2,1 · · · a2,i · · · a2,n

...
. . .

...
. . .

...
an,1 · · · an,i · · · an,n




0
...
1
...
0

 =


a1,i
a2,i

...
an,i

 .

I So, each column of A has also norm 1.
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Exercise 2.

1. Verify that v = 1√
2
ei + 1√

2
ej is a valid state.

2. Calculate v ′ = Av .

3. By using the fact that the norm of v ′ is 1, show that the i-th
and j-th columns of A are orthogonal to each other, i.e. their
inner product is zero.

I So, the columns of A are pairwise orthogonal.

Thus, all columns of A form an orthonormal set in Rn.

Definition 1.
Any real value matrix whose columns form an orthonormal set is
called orthogonal.
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Exercise 3.
For any given orthogonal matrix A, show that ATA = I .

Exercise 4.
For any given orthogonal matrix A, show that A−1 = AT .

Exercise 5.
For any given orthogonal matrix A, verify that since A−1 = AT and
so AAT = I , the rows of A also form an orthonormal set.

Exercise 6.
Show that orthogonal matrices are length preserving.
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Can we extend the framework over complex numbers?

An n-dimensional system can have the following state:

v =


α1

α2
...
αn

 ∈ Cn,

n∑
i=1

|αn|2 = 1,

where the probability of observing the i-th state is |αi |2.

Definition 2.
Any norm preserving matrix over complex space is called unitary.
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The properties of a unitary matrix U:

1. It is norm preserving.

2. The columns form an orthonormal set.

3. The rows form an orthonormal set.

4. A†A = I and A† = A−1.

Exercise 7.
Show that all properties given above are equivalent.
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Now, we are ready to give basics of quantum computation.

Even though the properties of quantum systems may be seen
strange at first, from mathematical point of view, it can be seen as
a natural adaptation of probabilistic systems by changing l1 norm

to l2 norm.
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The quantum counterpart of an n-state probabilistic system is an
n-state quantum system, which forms an n-dimensional Hilbert
space (Hn):

I We represent the set of states in the same way:
Q = {q1, . . . , qn}.

Some conventions: In quantum mechanics (and so computation),

1. a column vector is represented by |v〉,
2. its conjugate transpose (a row vector) is represented by 〈v |,

and,

3. the inner product of two vectors |v〉 and |u〉 is shortly
represented by 〈v |u〉.

The standard basis for Hn is Bn = {|q1〉, . . . , |qn〉}, where |qj〉 is
simply ej , a zero vector except its j-entry which is 1.
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Axiom 1.
The quantum state of an n-state quantum system is represented by
an n-dimensional norm-1 vector:

|v〉 =


α1

α2
...
αn

 ∈ Cn, √〈v |v〉 = 1.

We call αj is the amplitude of the j-th state or the amplitude of
the system being in |qj〉.

Axiom 2.
A (closed1) quantum system evolves linearly and so unitarily.

|v ′〉 = U|v〉 → 〈v ′|v ′〉 = 1.

1There is no interaction with environment.
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Remark that a quantum system is either in a basis state or a linear
combination of basis states.

|v〉 =


α1

α2
...
αn

 ∈ Cn, √〈v |v〉 = 1.

In the latter case, we say that the system is in a superposition of
basis states:

α1|q1〉+ · · ·+ αn|qn〉,

where at least two amplitudes are non-zero.
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Even though both probabilistic and quantum states are represented
by vectors, there is a fundamental difference from physical point of
view:

I A probabilistic state represents a probability distribution but
the system is in a single deterministic state at any time.

I On the other hand, a quantum system can be physically in
more than one (deterministic) state at some points. This is
the reason behind the term “superposition”.
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I A probabilistic machine can be seen as a deterministic machine
augmented with some finite number of random resources, like
coins, dices, random number generators, etc. So, we can say
that probabilistic part of a probabilistic machine is finite.

I However, the situation is completely different for a quantum
machine. If we use logarithmic quantum space for an
algorithm, then we may need that amount of quantum
memory to be in superposition.

I For probabilistic machine, we need logarithmic amount
deterministic memory and finite amount of probabilistic
resources as the source of randomness.
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At this point, we should also remark that open (!) quantum
systems can be in a probability distribution (mixture) of quantum
states:

{(pj , |vj〉)},
∑
j

pj = 1,

where the system in quantum state |vi 〉 with probability pi .

I Each |vj〉 is also called a pure state.

I The mixture of pure states is called mixed state and they can
also be represented as a single mathematical object called,
density matrix (we might check it later).
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How can we retrieve information from a quantum system?

The third axiom is about the measurement.

I Here we describe the measurement in a simpler form called
projective measurement.
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Assume that our quantum system has n states Q = {q1, . . . , qn}.

A (projective) measurement is formally presented by a
measurement operator, say P, forming by k > 1 operational
elements, P = {P1, . . . ,Pk}, where each operational element is a
zero-one projective matrix.

I The specification of P is given by splitting Q into k disjoint
subsets:

Q = Q1 ∪ · · · ∪ Qk (Qi ∩ Qj = ∅ for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k) .

I So, the Hilbert space Hn is also split into k mutually
orthogonal subspaces:

Hn = Hn
1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Hn

k

(
Hn

i ∩Hn
j = {0} for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k

)
,

where Hn
l = span{|q〉 | q ∈ Ql} for 1 ≤ l ≤ k .
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Any given quantum state |v〉 ∈ Cn can also rewritten as

|v〉 = |ṽ1〉+ · · ·+ |ṽk〉, |ṽi 〉 ∈ Hn
i (1 ≤ i ≤ k),

where |ṽi 〉 is also called unconditional state vector and 〈ṽi |ṽi 〉 ≤ 1.

The measurement operator P forces the system to collapse into
one of these subspaces:

I It collapses into the Hn
i with probability pi = 〈ṽi |ṽi 〉 and the

new state is obtained (only if p > 0) by normalizing |ṽi 〉 as

|vi 〉 =
|ṽi 〉√
pi
.

In this case, we can say that the measurement outcome is “i”.
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I Formally, Pi is a zero-one diagonal projection matrix and it
projects any state (vector) to Hn

i , i.e.

Pi =
∑
qj∈Qi

|qj〉〈qj |.

I |ṽi 〉 = Pi |v〉.

In short:

P(|v〉)→ {(pi , |ṽi 〉) | |ṽi 〉 = Pi |v〉, pi = 〈ṽi |ṽi 〉, and 1 ≤ i ≤ k}.

The outcome “i” is observed with probability pi . If it is observed
(pi > 0), the new state becomes |vi 〉 = |ṽi 〉√

pi
.

Remark that a measurement can create a mixture of pure states.
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Based on the measurement axiom, we can say that, for a given
quantum state

|v〉 =


α1

α2
...
αn

 ∈ Cn, √〈v |v〉 = 1,

|αj |2 is the probability of the system being in the j-th state, where
1 ≤ j ≤ n.

Measurement in computational basis is a special measurement
such that it forces the system to be in one of the basis states, i.e.
the system is observed in |qj〉 with probability |αj |2.
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Exercise 8.
Give a basic 2× 2 dimensional unitary operator?

Exercise 9.
Is every stochastic operator a unitary operator? If not, give an
example.
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Exercise 10.
Let a 3-state (Q = {q1, q2, q3}) quantum system have be in the
following pure state 

1√
3

1√
2

−1√
6

 .

(1) Describe the details of a measurement P defined based on the
following classification:

Q1 = {q1, q3} and Q2 = {q2}.

(2) Calculate the probabilities of observing each measurement
outcome.
(3) Find each possible pure states after the measurement.
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Quantum finite automaton (QFA) is a non-trivial generalization of
probabilistic finite automaton (PFA). So, they are powerful at least

as PFAs.

However, in the literature there are different definitions QFAs and
some restricted models can be weaker than PFAs in some cases

[AY15].

We start with defining the known most restrictive model and we
provide our simple examples based on it.
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Remember the definition of probabilistic finite automaton:

A probabilistic finite automaton (PFA) P is formally a 5-tuple

P = (S ,Σ, {Aσ | σ ∈ Σ}, v0, Sa) ,

where

I S = {s1, . . . , sn} is the set of (deterministic) states for some
n > 0,

I Σ is the input alphabet,

I Aσ is the (left) stochastic transition matrix for symbol σ ∈ Σ,

I v0 is the initial probabilistic state, and,

I Sa ⊆ S is the set of accepting state(s).

What can be your definition for QFA?
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A Moore-Crutchfield quantum finite automaton (MCQFA) [MC00]
M is formally a 5-tuple

P = (Q,Σ, {Uσ | σ ∈ Σ}, |v0〉,Qa) ,

where

I Q = {q1, . . . , qn} is the set of (deterministic) states for some
n > 0,

I Σ is the input alphabet,

I Uσ is the unitary transition matrix for symbol σ ∈ Σ,

I |v0〉 is the initial quantum state, and,

I Qa ⊆ Q is the set of accepting states.
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I The computation starts in |v0〉.
I For each symbol, the corresponding unitary operator is

applied.

I At the end of the computation, the measurement defined
based on the classification Q = Qa ∪ Qa is applied and the
input is accepted if the final state collapses into the accepting
subspace (Hn

a).
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Let w ∈ Σ∗ be a given input.

I For empty string w = ε, the final state |vf 〉 = |v0〉.
I For non-empty string w , the final state is calculated as

|vf 〉 = Uw|w| · · ·Uw2Uw1 |v0〉.

The accepting probability of w ∈ Σ∗ is

fM(w) =
∑
qj∈Qa

|〈qj |vf 〉|2.

Exercise 1.
Verify that 〈qj |vf 〉 gives the amplitude of qj in |vf 〉, i.e. the value
of the j-th entry in |vf 〉.
Remark that a measurement in computational basis can also be
applied at the end. Then, the input is accepted if an accepting
state is observed.
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Consider 2-state unary (single letter) MCQFAs defined on R2

(Q = {q1, q2} and Σ = {a}).

What geometric object do all possible quantum states form?
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All possible quantum states form the unit circle!

|v〉

−|q1〉 |q1〉

|q2〉

−|q2〉
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What are the possible quantum operators on R2?

I Reflections

I Rotations

How can we specify a rotation?
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Rotation with angle θ = α2π (α ∈ [0, 1]):

θ

θ

−|q1〉 |q1〉

|q2〉

−|q2〉

What is the matrix implementing rotation with angle θ?
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θ
−|q1〉 |q1〉

|q2〉

−|q2〉

Rθ = R2απ =

(
cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ

)
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Suppose that the initial state is |q1〉 and the single quantum
operator is Ua = R2απ.

θ = 2απ
−|q1〉 |q1〉

|q2〉

−|q2〉

Exercise 2.
Calculate that the final states of the following strings:

I w = ε.

I w = a.

I w = aa = a2.

I w = aj .
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Let Mα be the MCQFA as described above where the initial and
only accepting state is |q1〉 and the single quantum operator is
Ua = R2απ.

θ = 2απ
−|q1〉 |q1〉

|q2〉

−|q2〉

The final state for aj is vf = cos(2jαπ)|q1〉+ sin(2jαπ)|q2〉.
Then, the accepting probability is

fMα(aj) = cos2(2jαπ).
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How can we classify the values of α’s such that

I Mα always returns to the initial state after reading some
non-empty strings and

I it never returns to the initial state for any non-empty string?

Rational and irrational values:

I If α = x
y for some x , y ∈ Z+, then Mα returns the initial state

after reading ay .

Exercise 3.
Show that Mα never returns to the initial state for any string if α
is irrational.
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Exercise 4 (F).

Show that if α is irrational, the final state of Mα can be arbitrarily
close to any point on the unit circle.

What does it mean that rational numbers are dense in real
numbers?

For any given two real numbers, say r1 < r2, we can always find a
rational number p such that r1 < p < r2.
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Exercise 5 (F).

Show that the set of all possible quantum states visited by Mα is
dense on unit circle if α is irrational.
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If α is rational, then Mα defines only regular languages with
cutpoint, say λ ∈ [0, 1).
Blue: Borders – Geeen: Members – Red: Non-Members

√
λ−

√
λ−|q1〉 |q1〉

|q2〉

−|q2〉

The language L = L(Mα, λ) is periodic. More specifically, there
exists a natural number p such that aj ∈ L↔ aj+p ∈ L for any
j ≥ 0.
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Exercise 6 (F).

Prove that L(Mα, λ) is non-regular if α is irrational. (Hint: All
unary regular languages are periodic.)
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Based on the argument of “being dense of quantum states on the
unit circle”, we can prove that L(Mα, λ1) ( L(Mα, λ2) for
1 > λ2 > λ1 ≥ 0 if α is irrational.

−|q1〉 |q1〉

|q2〉

−|q2〉

√
λ2

√
λ1−

√
λ2 −

√
λ1

|vt(λ1,λ2)〉

For λ1 < λ2, there is always an integer1 t = t(λ1, λ2) such that at

is in L(Mα, λ1) and not in L(Mα, λ2) as shown in the figure.

1In fact, there are infinitely many such integers.
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Since Mα (α /∈ Q) defines a different language for each λ ∈ [0, 1),
Mα defines uncountably many languages.

Theorem 1.
2-state unary MCQFAs recognize uncountably many languages
with cutpoint.

What about unary PFAs?

I 2-state unary PFAs can recognize only a few regular languages
with cutpoint.

I 3-state unary PFAs can recognize uncountably many
languages with cutpoint.

I But, a single unary n-state PFA can define at most n
nonregular language with cutpoint.

We refer [Paz71, SY16] for further details.
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We refer [Paz71, SY16] for further details.
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Comparing PFAs and QFAs with cutpoint:

I Both (general) QFAs and PFAs define all and only stochastic
languages [YS11].

I MCQFAs can define a proper subset of stochastic languages,
i.e., they cannot recognize finite languages with cutpoint
[BC01].

I Almost all QFA models define all stochastic languages [AY15].
Currently the question is open for a model called Latvian QFA
[ABG+06].

I QFAs can be more state efficient than PFAs with cutpoint.
We believe that it is the case for any number of states bigger
than 1.
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Nondeterministic QFAs:

Remember that PFAs with cutpoint 0 defines only regular
languages.

What about MCQFAs with cutpoint 0?
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First consider our 2-state unary MCQFA Mα with cutpoint zero:

I The initial state is |q1〉.
I The accepting state can be either q1 or q2.

I The value of α is irrational. (If rational, it defines only some
regular languages.)

−|q1〉 |q1〉

|q2〉

−|q2〉
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I What is L(Mα, 0) if Qa = {q1}?
I What is L(Mα, 0) if Qa = {q2}?

−|q1〉 |q1〉

|q2〉

−|q2〉

I L(Mα, 0) = Σ∗ if Qa = {q1}.
I L(Mα, 0) = Σ∗ \ {ε} if Qa = {q2}.
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Now consider a 2-state MCQFA Mα1,α2 on alphabet Σ = {a, b}∗:
I The initial state is |q1〉.
I The accepting state can be either q1 or q2.
I The values of α1 and α2 are irrational.
I For each a, it implements the rotation with angle 2α1π, and,

for each b, it implements the rotation with angle 2α2π.

Exercise 7.
Show that L(Mα1,α2 , 0) is regular if α1 and α2 are rational.

Exercise 8.
Show that L(Mα1,α2 , 0) is regular if α1 or α2 is rational.

−|q1〉 |q1〉

|q2〉

−|q2〉
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For 2-state MCQFA M√2,−
√

2 with the accepting state q2:

I The accepting probability of ε is zero.

I The accepting probability of any string having equal numbers
of a and b is also zero.

I The accepting probability of any other string is non-zero.

Therefore, L(M√2,−
√

2, 0) = NEQ = {w ∈ {a, b}∗ | |w |a 6= |w |b},
which is a nonregular language.

Corollary 2.

QFAs are more powerful than PFAs with cutpoint zero [YS10].

I Remark that MCQFAs and PFAs are incomparable with
cutpoint zero.

I On the other hand, almost all QFA models are equivalent to
each other and they are more powerful than PFAs with
cutpoint zero [AY15].

I The question is open for Latvian QFA!
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Bounded-error QFAs:

I Bounded-error QFAs can recognize all and only regular
languages [LQZ+12, AY15].

I Bounded-error MCQFAs can recognize a proper subset of
regular languages [BP02, BC01].

I All restricted QFA models recognize some proper subsets of
regular languages [AY15].

What about state efficiency (succinctness) of QFAs?
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Language MODm = {ajm | j ≥ 0} for some m ≥ 2.

Exercise 9.
Show that any DFA with less than m states cannot recognize MODm.

Theorem 3.
Any bounded-error PFA recognizing MODp needs at least m for any
prime number p [AF98].

MCQFAs with O(logm) states can recognize MODp with
bounded-error for any prime number p [AF98].

QFAs’ exponential advantage over PFAs!
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Let p be a prime. Consider our 2-state unary Mα where α = 1
2p :

I The initial state is |q1〉 and Qa = {q1}.
I The rotation angle is π

p .

|q1〉
ap−→ −|q1〉

ap−→ |q1〉
ap−→ −|q1〉 · · · .

All members are accepted with probability 1.
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What is the maximum accepting probability for a non-member?

−|q1〉 |q1〉

|q2〉

−|q2〉

θ·
θ·

θ·θ ·θ ·
θ ·
θ
·
θ
·

θ
· θ·

Any member is accepted with probability at most cos2(πp ) < 1.
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Since p is prime, we can also use the rotation with angle kπ
p where

1 ≤ k < p.

I For each non-member, there is a k such that the minimum
possible accepting probability can be obtained.

We can execute a few copies of our machine so that the undesired
accepting probability (for non-members) can be reduced

significantly?

I It is enough to reject input if one of the copies rejects!

It was shown that [AF98], for each prime p, there are always
O(log p) k values, i.e. {k1, k2, . . . , kO(log p)}, less than p such that
the MCQFA that is composed by O(log p) copies of MCQFAs –

j-th copy uses the rotation with angle
kjπ
p – can accept any

member with probability 1 and any non-member with probability
bounded by an arbitrarily small value.
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SUMMARY

I DFAs, PFAs, and QFAs and are equivalent with bounded-error
language recognition.

I PFAs can be more state efficient than DFAs and QFAs can be
more state efficient than PFAs in bounded-error languge
recognition.

I QFAs and PFAs are equivalent with cutpoint language
recognition.

I Nondeterministic QFAs are more powerful than NFAs (PFAs
with cutpoint 0).

I QFAs can do more than PFAs with the same number of states
with cutpoint language recognition..
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In streaming model, the input is read once from left to the right.

How can we read the input more than once?

I Circular mode: The input is read from left to the right for a
certain number of times.

I Sweeping mode: The input is read from left to the right and
then right to the left, and so on.

I Input tape: The input is placed on a read-only tape and each
symbol is accessed (read/scanned) by the tape head that can
move both directions.
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Memory and Rules

¢ 0 · · · 0 0 1 · · · 1 $ # # · · ·

I The model uses linear-size read-only memory to store the
input and constant-size working memory.

I We call them two-way finite automata. (Thus, the previous
models are called one-way finite automata.)
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Two-way deterministic finite automaton (2DFA):

A 2DFA) D is formally a 6-tuple

D = (S ,Σ, δ, si , sa, sr ),

where

I S is the set of states,

I Σ is the input alphabet not containing the left end-marker ¢
and the right end-marker $,

I δ is the transition function,

I si ∈ S is the initial state, and,

I sa ∈ S and sr ∈ S are the accepting and rejecting states
(sa 6= sr ).

The set Σ ∪ {¢, $} is denoted by Σ̃. The input tape is indexed by
positive integers from left to the right.
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Execution of D:

I For a given input w , w̃ = ¢w$ is placed on the input tape.

I The computation starts when the head is on ¢ and the
automaton is in state si .

I In each step: the symbol under the head, say σ ∈ Σ̃, is read
and then (i) the current state, say s ∈ S , is updated to a new
or the same state, say s ′ ∈ S , (ii) the position of head is
updated with respect to the transition rules (δ):

δ(s, σ) = (s ′, d),

where d ∈ {←, ↓,→}.
I When D enters sa (resp., sr ), the computation is terminated

and the input is accepted (resp., rejected).

I It must be guaranteed that the head never tries to leave w̃ .

All strings accepted by D form a language (L(D) or shortly L), and
it is said that L is recognized by D.
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Two-way probabilistic finite automaton (2PFA):

By augmenting a 2DFA with a random number generator (or any
other appropriate random source), we obtain a 2PFA.
In each step, the 2PFA can make more than one choices with some
probabilities.

I For each (s, σ), the random number generator produces a
positive integer between 1 and k(s,σ) with some probabilities.

I Then, the related transition is defined as

δ(s, σ, i) = (s ′, d),

where 1 ≤ i ≤ k(s,σ).

Remark that some computation paths of the 2PFA may not halt
due to some infinite loop.
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Two-way finite automaton with quantum and classical states (2QCFA):

I We replace the random number generator of a 2PFA with a
constant-size quantum register.

I On contrary to a random number generator, a quantum
register can also process information.

I Some unitary and measurements operators can be applied to
quantum register.

I We can get classical outputs after measurement operators but
not after applying unitary operators.

I The computation is governed classically.

I Depending on the measurement outcomes, the computation
can follow different transitions.
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Formally, a 2QCFA M is 8 tuple

M = (S ,Q,Σ, δ, si , qi , sa, sr ),

where

I S is the set of classical states,

I Q is the set of quantum states,

I Σ is the input alphabet not containing the left end-marker ¢
and the right end-marker $,

I δ is the transition function composed by δc and δq that are
responsible for classical and quantum transitions, respectively,

I si ∈ S is the initial classical state,

I |qi 〉 is the initial quantum state (qi ∈ Q),

I sa ∈ S and sr ∈ S are the accepting and rejecting classical
states (sa 6= sr ), respectively.
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Let w ∈ Σ∗ be the given input. The input is written on the tape as
w̃ = ¢w$.

I At the beginning of the computation, the head is on ¢, the
classical state is si , and the quantum register is set to |qi 〉.

I For each (s, σ) ∈ S × Σ̃, δq applies either a unitary operator
U(s,σ) or a measurement operator P(s,σ) with k(s,σ) operators
to the quantum register: Let |v〉 be the quantum state before
the transition. Then, either

δq(s, σ, |v〉) = (1,U(s,σ)|v〉)

or
δq(s, σ, |v〉) = {(j , |vj〉) | 1 ≤ j ≤ k(s,σ)}

is defined, where |vj〉 =
|ṽj 〉√
pj

if pj 6= 0 and |vj〉 = 0 if pj = 0,

pj = 〈ṽj |ṽj〉, and |ṽj〉 = P(s,σ),j |v〉.
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I So, after the quantum transition, we obtain either 1 (if the
applied operator is unitary) or a number between 1 and k(s,σ)

as the measurement outcome.

I Then, the classical transition is implemented:

δc(s, σ, i) = (s ′, d),

where either i = 1 or 1 ≤ i ≤ k(s,σ).

I The computation is terminated and the input is accepted
(resp., rejected) when the automaton enters sa (resp., sr ).
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A polynomial expected time bounded-error 2QCFA for
EQ = {w ∈ {a, b}∗ | |w |a = |w |b} [AW02]:

I We use a single qubit on R2 with basis {|q1〉, |q2〉}.
I We use two unitary operators:

I Ua, the rotation on the unit circle with angle
√

2π, and,
I Ub, the rotation on the unit circle with angle −

√
2π.

I Remark that Ua = U−1
b .

I The measurements are on computational basis.

I The algorithm has two phases (a quantum and then a classical
one) in an infinite loop.
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Let w ∈ {a, b}∗ be an input such that |w |a = m and |w |b = n.

Quantum Phase:

I The quantum register is set to |q1〉.
I The input is read from left to right symbol by symbol.

I For each a, Ua is applied.
I For each b, Ub is applied.

I On the right end-marker $, the qubit is measured.
I If |q1〉 is observed, we pass to the classical phase.
I If |q2〉 is observed, the computation is terminated and then the

input is rejected.

After the measurement:

I Since Ua and Ub are inverse of each other, |q1〉 is observed
with probability 1 for the members.

I For a non-member (m 6= n), the qubit ends in a state other
than |q1〉 or −|q2〉 and so the input is rejected with some
probability.
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For w , the automaton makes k = (m − n) rotations of Ua.
We know that the rotation Ua is dense on the unit circle since

√
2

is irrational.

I The quantum state can be arbitrarily close to |q1〉 or −|q1〉
after some number of rotations.

I But, can we determine how much the quantum state can be
close to |q1〉-axis in terms of k?
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If w /∈ EQ, then we can provide a bound below [AW02]:

I If w ∈ EQ, it is rejected with probability 0.

I If w /∈ EQ, it is rejected with probability at least 1
2k2 ≥ 1

2|w |2 .
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Classical Phase:

I The input is accepted with probability at most 1
|w |2 .

The program:
Infinite loop

quantum phase
classical phase

In a single iteration:

I If w ∈ EQ, it is accepted with probability 1
|w |2 .

I If w /∈ EQ, it is rejected with probability at least 1
2|w |2 and

accepted with probability at most 1
|w |2 .

I The rejecting probability is at least twice of the accepting
probability.
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The details of classical phase:

I A random walk is implemented by starting the input head on
the first symbol of the input.

I If the walk is observed on the left end-marker, then the
classical phase is terminated (and a new iteration of the
infinite loop is started).

I If the walk is observed on the right end-marker, then a new
random walk is executed.

I The left end-marker: terminate the classical phase.
I The right end-marker: the input is accepted. The expected

running time is O(|w |2).
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In a single iteration:

I If w ∈ EQ, it is accepted with probability 1
|w |2 .

I If w /∈ EQ, it is rejected with probability at least 1
2|w |2 and

accepted with probability at most 1
|w |2 .

I The rejecting probability is at least twice of the accepting
probability.

The overall probabilities:

I If w ∈ EQ, it is accepted with probability 1 and the expected
running time is O(|w |2)O(|w |2) = O(|w |4).

I If w /∈ EQ, it is rejected with probability at least 2
3 and the

expected running time is O(|w |2)O(|w |) = O(|w |3).
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I Bounded-error 2QCFAs can recognize a nonregular language
in polynomial time [AW02].

I Bounded-error 2PFAs can recognize only regular languages in
subexponential time [DS90].

Corollary 1.

In bounded-error polynomial time computation, 2QCFAs are more
powerful than 2PFAs.
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Language PAL = {w ∈ {a, b}∗ | w = w r} cannot be recognized by
2PFAs [DS92] but it can be recognized by 2QCFAs in exponential
expected time [AW02].

Corollary 2.

Bounded-error 2QCFAs are more powerful than bounded-error
2PFAs.
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MQC (Abuzer)
abuzer.yakaryilmaz@gmail.com

1. If
(
1
2

1
3 x

)T
is a stochastic vector, then what is the value of x?

a) 1
2 b) 1

3 c) 1
4 d) 1

6

2. REMOVED!!! This matrix cannot be left stochastic! If

(
1
3 x
1
2 y

)
is a left stochastic matrix, then

what is the value of x+ y?

a) 7
6 b) 1 c) 5

6 d) 1
6

3. If |v〉 = x (3 4)
T

is a quantum state, then what can be the value of x?
a) 25 b) 5 c) 1

5 d) 1
25

4. How many different languages can be recognized by 1-state DFAs defined over the alphabet {a}?
a) 0 b) 1 c) 2 d) 3

5. How many different languages can be recognized by 1-state DFAs defined over the alphabet {a, b}?
a) 0 b) 1 c) 2 d) 3

6. Let U =

( 1√
2

x

y z

)
be a unitary matrix defined with real values. Then what is the maximum value

of x+ y + z?
a) 3√

2
b) 1 c) 1√

2
d) 0

7. Let U =

( 1√
2

x

y z

)
be a unitary matrix defined with real values. Then what is the minimum value

of x+ y + z?
a) 1√

2
b) 0 c) − 1√

2
d) − 3√

2

8. Let U =

( 1√
2

x

y z

)
be a unitary matrix defined with real values. Then how many different values

can the multiplication xyz take?
a) 8 b) 4 c) 2 d) 1

9. Let M be a 2-state PFA defined over {a}. The states are s1 and s2. The initial and only accepting
state is s1. The transitions are given as in the diagram. What is the language L(M,λ) if λ = 1

8 + 1
32?

s0start s1

a, 12
a, 12 a,1

a) {ai | i < 3} b) {a3} c) {a3, a5} d) {ai | 3 ≤ i ≤ 5}

10. We have a 3-state (Q = {q1, q2, q3}) quantum system in the pure state
1√
3

1√
2

−1√
6

 .

We apply the measurement operator P = {P1 = |q1〉〈q1|, P2 = |q2〉〈q2|+ |q3〉〈q3|}. What is the proba-
bility of observing outcome “2”, the index of the second operation element?

1



a) 1
3 b) 1

2 c) 2
3 d) 5

6

2


